### 3 **Tabling**
Stop by the DSP table between classes for some fun games, therapy dogs and 3D swag while learning about mental wellness.

Upper Sproul 11:30 - 1:30

### 6 **Golden Women**
Cal’s very own all-female theater company, Golden Women, will be performing “Who Wants to be Mentally Stable?” A comedy about a woman struggling to find a therapist. A conversation about mental health and reception to follow after performance.

Hearst Field Annex, rm A1; 4 pm - 6 pm

### 8 **EnableTech Project Expo**
Come check out the projects tackled by EnableTech’s 42-hour Makeaton Event. Their focus is to bring together makers and people with disabilities to build everyday solutions.

Jacobs Hall, rm 310; 12 - 2 pm

### 9 **Disability and Climate Resilience**
Join the Student Environmental Resource Center and disability advocates as we discuss the intersection between the environment, people with disabilities, and climate resilience. Food will be provided.

Dwinelle Hall, rm 88; 6 - 8 pm

### 14 **Is a Ph.D. For Me?**
A free all-day conference exploring opportunities for graduate education in the biomedical sciences; focusing on strategies for students with disabilities. Sponsored by the College of Chemistry. RSVP required

Li Ka Shing, rm 245; 9 am - 3 pm

### 24 **Art Showcase**
Come mix and mingle while enjoying art by Cal students and Creative Growth artists. Art work available for purchase. Refreshments will be served.

Multicultural Community Center (MCC) 3:30 pm - 6:00 pm

### 25 **Lived Experience: Race, Disability and Academic Accommodations Discussion Group**
Come join a discussion group about the concept of double consciousness, racial identity, and how disability intersect everyday negotiations of academic accommodations. Event sponsored by BDS.

Dwinelle Hall, rm 183; 6:30 - 8:00 pm

### 27 **Hale Documentary**
Hale tells the story of Hale Zukas, the “grandfather” of the disability rights movement. Film director, Brad Bailey, UC Berkeley. Film screening and discussion afterwards with Hale and Brad. Refreshments will be served. Sponsored by BDS and SCDR

TBD; 4:30 - 6:30 pm

*Sponsored by:*
The Disabled Students’ Program (DSP), Berkeley Disabled Students (BDS), EnableTech, Student Coalition for Disability Rights (SCDR), College of Chemistry

If accommodations are needed, please contact access@berkeley.edu at least one week prior to the event